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Runtime:20 min1998 -    1998 (Ended)
Genres:Action, Fantasy, Adventure, Children
Network:BRTN
Kulderzipken is an Flemish childrenseries which is aired on BRTN. The series premiered on April 11, 1998.
 
 King Joseph holds a contest for a husband for his daughter to find gazebo. Kulderzipken wins the match by coincidence. And there is not happy with King Joseph. He would rather not farm boy as a son and wants Kulderzipken therefore as soon as possible from his castle. He is assisted by Moe Devil, who would rather her son and husband of the princess sees. Each episode must Kulderzipken accomplish a new task (this is often helped by the Grimms, alongside inventor also cook, janitor, caretaker, secretary and the rest of the household staff) or is there someone who is disturbing the peace.
 The series is characterized by the language jokes and absurd humor of Hugo Matthysen. So the Grimms succeed time and again to Kulderzipkens name verhaspelen (Keldertrapken, Zolderkipken, Keuterdropken, Selderkopken, Flipperklepken, Keuterdipken, Kleddersopken, ...) and title names to confuse (Mrs. Mr. queen).
 The actors are among the best of Belgium and also the scenery, the costumes and the music was much attention. This ensured that the series was very popular, both children and adults.
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Prinses Prieeltje
Ianka Fleerackers
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Grimm 2
Lucas Van den Eynde
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Kulderzipken
Michael Pas
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Koningin Angina
Karin Tanghe
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Duivel
Frans Van Der Aa
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Koning Jozef
Jan Decleir
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Kulderzipken.
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TV Guide
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